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Abstract: Revenue Administration’s Tax Office Automation Project (VEDOP), which is one of the 
largest public sector projects in Turkey, automates all processes of tax administration. It includes 
many internal and web based public projects from electronic tax declaration to electronic tax 
collection that makes tax payers’ job easier. Beside its electronic declaration part e-Beyanname, 
which is one of the most important e-Government projects in Turkey, its Internet Vergi Dairesi 
(Internet Tax Office) allows tax payers to access their tax related information easily. With 
Dilekçematik, tax payers can locate tax office related application forms easily. e-Dilekçe is a pilot 
project extending Dilekçematik in a way that allows tax payers to sign and send various application 
forms with their digital signatures. In this paper, we present e-Dilekçe project that enables tax 
payers to sign these application forms using their digital signature enabled mobile phones. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Since the launch of its first phase in 1998, VEDOP is a leading project not only for Revenue 
Administration, but also for the Turkish public sector. Nowadays being in its third phase, VEDOP continues 
to being an enabler to maximize collection of tax revenues for Turkey and make tax related processes easy 
for tax payers using recent technologies.  
 
VEDOP has many projects that automate tax related processes. Both internal projects for Revenue 
Administration personnel and public web based projects for tax payers provide ease of use and quick and 
correct information. 
 
Because of their ubiquity and low prices, almost every Turkish citizen has a mobile phone. Thanks to the 
latest technological advancements that minimize their size, their usage is increasing every day. For 
example, according to Turkish Statistical Institute’s (TÜİK 2007) 2007 data only 18.94% of households 
have access to the Internet. On the other hand, approximately 86.11% of the population has access to a 
mobile telephony device. e-Government services require relatively expensive computers, Internet modems 
and accounts compared to mobile phones. Because of their penetration, mobile phones have a great 
potential for extending the usage of existing digital government services.  
 
In this paper, we present e-Dilekçe pilot project that enables tax payers to apply for various tax related 
processes by using their digital and mobile signatures. 
 
2. VEDOP 
 
VEDOP includes many different projects used by tax office personnel in tax offices that are spread across 
Turkey. These projects automate tax related processes like registration, declaration, collection and auditing.  



Also central organization personnel is backed up with various projects providing reports, statistical data 
processing, management information systems and data warehouse functions. All these projects provide 
correct and timely information to Revenue Administration. 
 
With various electronic integration projects with other public and private organizations like customs and 
banks, VEDOP provides fast and current information to both Revenue Administration and other 
organizations. 
 
Tax payers can benefit from different e-Government projects realized within VEDOP, like electronic 
declaration project e-Beyanname (E-Beyanname) and Internet Tax Office (InternetVD). With e-
Beyanname, tax payers or accountants can prepare electronic declarations with easy to use Tax Declaration 
Preparation Program provided for free in project web site. This program makes tax preparation easy and 
quick by providing easy entry forms, automatic calculations and various cross checks. After the tax 
declaration is prepared in their computer, they can send the declaration to e-Beyanname web site and 
approve the declaration. Within e-Beyanname web site, tax payers can list, display and print their previous 
tax declarations. 
 
Internet Tax Office provides a quick information bridge to tax payers for their tax related information like 
debts and collections. Tax payers can check their tax debts, tax payments from their banks and status of 
their applications along with other information. 
 
Dilekçematik provides easy and fast access to application forms that are filled and sent to tax offices for 
various tax related tasks. Once tax payers fill an application form, they can print the form and send it to tax 
office via mail or hand it in to an officer at the tax office.  
 
3. Mobile Phone Usage and Mobile Digital Signatures in Turkey 
 
Mobile phones were initially used for short messages and conversations only. Turkish banking sector 
first used mobile phones to send authentication and confirmation short messages to increase their 
Internet banking security. 
 
As mobile phone usage increases, recent technologies also become available to end users. Nowadays, 
various technologies like GPRS and WAP are incorporated to affordable mobile phones. With the help of 
these new technologies, some banks also made their banking operations available through mobile phones 
using WAP and Java technologies.  
 
After the introduction of digital signature enabled SIM cards to the market, two GSM operators have 
launched services (TurkcellMobile, AveaMobile) that enable their subscribers to create qualified 
digital signatures with their mobile phones. These services are used mainly for authentication of 
Internet and mobile banking operations. Also various government services have been launched that 
allows users to use their digital signature enabled mobile phones.  
 
Mobile digital signatures provide ease of use and confidence to users when they are accomplishing 
their digital operations. Beside they allow organizations to feel safe about non-repudiation issues. 
 
4. e-Dilekçe  
 
In July 2007, Revenue Administration has launched the Dilekçematik in its web site (GIB). The project 
enabled tax payers to locate almost all of the application forms that will be given to tax offices easily. After 
completion, the forms are easily printed within the browser window. Then these printed forms are given to 
clerks at tax offices manually. 



 
Later in the Internet Tax Office project, two of these application forms have been automated. These two 
forms are used to present some tax payer information to some other public and private institutions, like 
whether a tax payer has a legal registration with the Revenue Administration, or any tax debt. After tax 
payers log in to Internet Tax Office with their user name and password, their operations are processed in a 
secure channel with the help of SSL and HTTPS technologies.  On that secure channel with the logged in 
tax payers, personal information like user name, telephone number and email and postal addresses are easily 
found from the registry, saving the tax payer from entering already available information. The tax payer 
opens the form, fills in a few fields and posts his application electronically. After Revenue Administration 
processes the application a response is generated and sent to the e-mail address of the tax payer. The 
response can also be viewed from the web site. The recipient institution (which receives the response on a 
hardcopy submitted by the tax payer) can easily test the validity of the response from “Internet Tax Office 
Application Response Verification Page” by entering the unique id of the response. 
 
e-Dilekçe project goes one step further in IT security. e-Dilekçe allows tax payers to use their qualified 
digital signatures with their citizenship number (identity number) to make their applications.  Using 
standards-based, globally accepted digital signature methods, tax payers know that their applications are 
secure and legally accepted 
 
e-Dilekçe also allows tax payers to use their mobile phones to sign their applications and get notifications 
about their application, providing an infra-structure for future mobile projects of Revenue Administration. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Workflow of an electronic application in e-Dilekçe. 



 
e-Dilekçe provides an approval mechanism for applications. For example, the accountant of a tax payer (a 
real person – as opposed to a legal entity) can prepare the application by entering required information on 
the web site. After the completion of application preparation an approval request is sent to the tax payer 
using e-mail or SMS. The tax payer checks the validity of the application and approves the application with 
his digital signature or using his mobile phone for mobile digital signature. For legal entities, authorized 
personnel of the entity can prepare the application for his corporation, and then the legal representative of 
the entity can approve the application with his digital signature. At every step of the application, a 
notification is sent to the tax payers or legal representatives providing quick and accurate information about 
transparent tax administration. Steps of an electronic application in e-Dilekçe are shown in Figure 1. 
 
e-Dilekçe employs various techniques like applet based signatures, PDF signatures and mobile signatures 
are employed to assure ease of use, wide coverage, and integrity and security of private tax payer 
information. 
 
5. e-Dilekçe Digital Signature Methods 
 
e-Dilekçe project has an extensible architecture. e-Dilekçe employs several standards-based methods to 
allow tax payers to sign their application. To cover most of the tax payers, different signature technologies 
are used. Application and signature creation methods are listed below. 
 
5.1. Applet Based Signatures 
 
Under Turkish Electronic Signature Law (E-Signature Law), only licensed electronic certificate service 
providers can issue qualified digital signature certificates. There are four licensed ECSPs  (ECSP) at the 
moment. Each certificate provider provides some tools to users which are used to create and validate digital 
signatures. Each tool has its own user interface and additional functionalities. To provide all tax payers with 
a consistent experience and ease of use, e-Dilekçe web site provides a simple applet that is used to sign 
filled application forms using the tax payer’s digital certificate. This applet uses the tax payer's digital 
certificate to generate a digital signature for application forms in Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS 
2004) format. This CMS formatted signature data is then sent to project site by the applet. The CMS data is 
decrypted and checked for various technical and business conditions in the web site. If there is no error a 
unique application id is generated and work flow is started for the application. 
 
5.2. PDF Signatures 
 
Portable Document Format is the document format created by Adobe Systems in 1993. With the free 
Acrobat Reader (Adobe Reader) tool that is used to view PDF documents, PDF documents are widely used 
for document exchange worldwide. In December 2007, PDF 1.7 is approved as a standard in ISO 32000 
name (PDF 2007). And this progress seems to expand its usage. The free Acrobat Reader has built-in 
document signature creation and validation capabilities. To cover tax payers that already have Acrobat 
Reader, e-Dilekçe web site includes specially designed PDF documents with forms which include PDF 
signature fields. The tax payer downloads a specific PDF form into his computer. After opening the form in 
Acrobat Reader, tax payer fills the form and signs the PDF application form using his digital certificate. 
Then tax payer uploads this signed PDF application form to e-Dilekçe web site. The web site checks for 
validity of the PDF signature and extracts the application form data from the uploaded form. After technical 
and business controls an application is generated and work flow is started for it. 
 
 
 
 



5.3. Mobile Signatures 
 
e-Dilekçe users who have a digital signature enabled mobile phone, have an option to sign application 
forms using their mobile phones. After filling the online form, the tax payer is provided an option create 
signature using his mobile phone. If the tax payer chooses mobile signature option a finger-print is 
generated from application form data and shown in web page. Also this finger-print is sent to the tax 
payer’s mobile phone with a digital signature creation request. Tax payer’s mobile phone shows received 
finger-print data and request the tax payer to enter his digital signature pin code to sign the application. The 
tax payer enters his pin code and signs the application. Signed data is then sent to e-Dilekçe site through the 
tax payer’s GSM operator.  
 
The web site checks the validity of the mobile signature and makes several controls on the form data. If the 
signature and form data is valid then an application is generated and a notification SMS is sent to the tax 
payer’s mobile phone stating that the application is accepted successfully. A workflow is started to process 
the applicaton. The tax office officer process the application and generates the result and directs the result to 
the the tax office manager for approval. After the tax office manager approves the application by signing 
the result, the application and its result is prepared for notification. At this stage the result is also signed by  
authorized personnel of Revenue Administration showing the origin and authenticity of the result 
document. The signed result document is then sent to the email address of the tax payer. Also a notification 
SMS is sent to the tax payer’s mobile phone showing that the application is processed and the result 
document is sent successfully. 
 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
VEDOP is one of the most important e-Government enabler for Turkey. By employing mobile phones for 
creating digital signatures for tax related application forms in e-Dilekçe project, VEDOP continues to lead 
the Turkish public sector by providing ease of use and security to tax payers.  
 
Mobile phones have a great advantage in extending reachability of digital government services because of 
their ubiquity. Government agencies should try to spread their services by providing more mobile access to 
their services. But, because of the current limited capabilities of mobile phones and mobile devices like 
display size and input methods, care should be taken in the presentation of these services to users.  
 
In the future, more tax related mobile services could be available like using mobile signatures for tax return 
declarations or payment of taxes. 
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